
This is our MUNCHER prototype which you will view at our
demonstration. http://youtu. be/DdxELn Ts78Y

Witness NEW SCIENCE!

A demonstration of the patented TOTALLY,
AEROBIC 30 MINUTE MUNCHER PROCESS
for reducing all types of waste. Time and date··'
below.

This week Reps from the Indian Nation have said
they are coming for the demonstration. They want.
the machine for their casinos and farms. Other
people have also checked in are planning to
attend.

Some of our last attendees were from:'

The US Nuclear Agency which were very
concerned regarding the Mercury presently:
entering our water supply.

A very large well known Fertilizer company'
declared their customers complain about the
dystopian aroma of their product. Said our
process solves their problem.



Government Representatives from Mexico are
worried regarding their Waste Water Sewage
Systems. Their systems patterned after US
Sewage systems are failing and polluting their
country. They unequivocal stated, our process"
eliminates two out of three sections of their
present TERNARY process and is more cost ~
effective while not polluting. Plus this method
produces saleable products. They requested a.
conference in Mexico to discuss our methods,
and how to assist them in upgrading their present
sewage system.

Representatives from the Liquor Industry now'
declared with our system, they found a method of
disposing their waste while making a profit.

The Science Officer from U. S. Congressman.
Dana Rohrabacher, had a very lengthily discourse
not only how well our Muncher would clean the
environment of future trash but also rid the
country of the present land fills.

He also mentioned the clear and present danger
of mercury light bulbs in our land fills which are ,
polluting our drinking water with this toxic metal.
We have developed a separate method which



would vastly deplete the Hg from trash, and the
liquid metal would be recovered, then sold at a
profit.

A very interesting point, U.S. Congressman'
Rohrabacher or a member of his staff and the City
of Santa Monica are the only Public
Representatives who 'have taken the time to view
our new science not once, but twice. AU were
impressed with the function and science of our
process.

This statement from the Largest Amusement Park
in the World, Disneyland. After watching our
process, they commented, "The amount of food
and waste processed each day at the parks, our
MUNCHER will solve their total problem for trash;
reduce costs and give them the necessary
fertilizers to maintain their entire parks.

This demonstration we shall treats.

5 gallons of dog defecation,
14 gallons of 2 week old rotting fish in plastic
bags.
5 gallons of fresh horse manure,
Green waste,



Rotten meat,
Plastics,

"

MSW, Municipal Solid Waste.

All components shan be mixed, then processed'
and converted into usable products.

Do not confuse our method with the old aerobic
anaerobic or incinerating processes which produces
toxic explosive gasses, causes destruction to engine"
parts and HUMAN HEALTH!

Our Process reduces all Nitrogen Compounds,
SULPHUR, all organic, many toxic materials, and some
inorganic compounds AEROBICALL YI ':

NO CH4, H2S, 802 or other pollutants are formed~
No Toxic gas or smells are created.

Our Compost and liquid Plant Trace Elements are ready
to SELL in 30 to 45 minutes after waste enters the
MUNCHER.

No need to TRANSPORT OR COMPOST the cake for an,
additional 30 to 60 days.

The commodities are ready to use once they are
removed from the Machine.



1. Activated Compost is ready for use.

2. Activated Mulch is ready to use.

3. Activated Liquid Plant Trace Elements are ready to.
use.

The three commodities will increase food crops up to"
30 percent.

No pollution either in the air, ground or water with our
method

Extremely Cost Effective

All products are resalable'

Can be employed for remediation of Present Land Fills~
which presently are leaking toxins into the aquifer.

Other products such as Bio Fuel, Omega 3 and Omega'
~can be produced by the MUNCHER output.

Totally Eliminates the need for:

Land Fills!

Ocean dumping!

Incineration!



Crematoriums!

Present day configuration of Sewage Treatment Plants!'

DEMONSTRATION: WEDNESDAY 18 MAY ~
2011

Commencing time: 1200

Address: 1545 West 134th Street, Gardena, California'
90249 (Industrial Complex)

http://maps.google.com/maps?hq=http://maps.google.com/
help/m aps/to urImapleft.km1#11maps?&hI=en&z=2&utm _ca
mpaign=en&utm_medium=ha&utm_source=en-ha-na-us-bk"
-qrn

http://ecologicologicinc.com/
Please visit our web site.

Please RSVP to: Snake@hdltd.com or call 562 428 9973
between the hours of 0930 to 1700 Monday to Friday.

Samples of our effluent and Finished Compost are given to
anyone who desired.

We are able to reduce CONCRETE to SAND and GRAVEL
without noisy and dusty grinding using an additional
process.



NITROGEN BASED EXPLOSIVES, OIL, PAINT, GREASE
AND ALL FUELS WITH OUR PRE- TREA TMENT, CAN
ALSO BE REDUCED IN THE MUNCHER with no ill effects'
to Humans or the Environment.

Bring your questions and cameras

Respectfully submitted

Snake


